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Abstract 

The p r service cost have been ?rious impediment to 
wide spread usage of on-line digital continuous media 
service, especially in the entertainment arena. Although 
handling the continuous media may be achievable due 
to the technology advances in past few years, its com- 
petitiveness in the market with the existing service type 
such as video rental is still in question. In this papel; we 
propose a service paradigm for  continuous media delivery 
in a distributed infrastructure in an effort to reduce the 
resource requirement to support a set of service requests. 
The storage resource and network resource to support a 
set of requests should be properly quant@ed to a uniform 
metric to measure the ejiciency of the service schedule. 
We developed a cost model which #maps the given service 
schedule to a quantity. The proposed cost model is used to 
capture the amortized resource requirement of the schedule 
and thus to measure the efJiciency of the schedule. We 
develop a scheduling algorithm which strategically repli- 
cates the requested continuous media jiles at the various 
intermediate storages. 

Keywords: video caching, storage overjlow, video 
scheduling, continous media delivery, distributed service, 
cost model 

1 Introduction 

1.1 Motivation 

Entertainment, education, te.,conferencing, telemarket- 
ing, telemedicine, etc. are a number of promising applica- 
tions of the Video-On-Demand techinology. In some appli- 
cations such as business and medicine, the cost of the tech- 
nology maybe justifiable, but in other applications such as 
home entertainment, this technologly will have to compete 
with $2 - $3 video rental cost. Given the fact that there 
is sufficient consumer dissatisfaction with fast rising cable 
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Figure 1. Topological Layout 

rates, any expensive technology is not likely to be very suc- 
cessful in the mass entertainment arena. On the other hand, 
if we examine existing video rental patterns, it is not unrea- 
sonable to assume that customers would be satisfied with a 
Video-On-Reservation service, where the customer makes 
the service request some time in advance to the actual pre- 
sentation time, i.e. an hour, a day, etc . We believe it is 
possible to provide Vide-On-Reservation service in a cost- 
effective manner. Since the a set of user requests is available 
to entertainment provider in VOR service, the server can 
perform global optimizations based on the user request in- 
formation as well as the the availibility of various resources. 

Given the limits on VO subsystems of the server, there 
are many difficulties in supporting multiple service requests 
directly from a single server, while simultaneously achiev- 
ing low cost. Furthermore, as the length of the communi- 
cation route between server and client increases, the cost 
of maintaining smooth media flow across the network in- 
creases dramatically. In this paper we present the service 
paradigm of the remote retrieval request in a distributed en- 
vironment. The distributed environment consists of a num- 
ber of intermediate storages and video warehouses, all con- 
nected by a high speed network. 
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Fig. 1 depicts the environment, which consists of a video 
warehouse, intermediate storages ISi's, and the users in 
each neighborhood Ni's. A video warehouse is an archive 
that may have several thousand video files in its storage sys- 
tem. 

1.2 Related Works 

In this section, we briefly introduce the works done in 
each component of our distributed service environment. Pa- 
padimitriou et a1[9] proposed the service model for on-line 
home entertainment service and also devised an algorithm 
to arrange the service schedule. Hierarchical storage struc- 
ture in video warehouse is the promising solution to achieve 
the cost-effectiveness of the data storage[& 6, 14, 151. Dis- 
tributed hierarchical storage architecture[ 13, 2, 31 is also 
one of the emerging technology to maintain excessively 
large amount of data. In their architectural models, there 
is a centralized video server which consists of a two-stage 
hierarchy and a number of relatively small storage sys- 
tems which are geographically placed in various locations 
within metropolitan area. The existing network infrastruc- 
ture is not originally designed to support time critical appli- 
cation. There have been a number of proposals to guar- 
antee the continuity over the high speed communication 
network[l2, 171. The other community of academia and 
industry focuses on utilizing the existing communication 
medium such as twisted pair telephone line[ 11, I] or coaxial 
cable line[7, 11 which is already available to most of the res- 
idential unit. Development of optimal pricing model, how 
much user has to pay for the service?, suddenly draws wide 
attention from various communities. Shenker et al[ 101 and 
Cocchi et a1[4] investigate the pricing model of the multiple 
service class network. 

1.3 Contributions 

A great amount of efforts from various community is put 
in supporting the continuity requirement of the on-line mul- 
timedia information delivery. However, economic aspect of 
servicing a set of users considering storage and network re- 
sources is paid little attention. In this paper, we propose the 
usage of intermediate storage to relieve the burden of the 
central server - information provider and to reduce the net- 
work traffic. We develop a mechanism, cost model, which 
maps the overall resource requirement for supporting the 
set of requests to the domain of comparable values, cost. 
The proposed cost model enables the information provider 
to examine the cost-effectiveness of a certain service deliv- 
ery schedule. The cost of using intermediate storage and the 
cost of using network determines how to deliver the service 
to the end-user. We develop an algorithm to replicate the 
files to intermediate storages to obtain the efficient service 
schedule for the request of remote information retrieval. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In sec- 
tion 2, the mathematical formulation of the problem and the 
cost model for servicing delivery is provided. In section 3, 
we present our approach to solving to the video delivery 
problem, and in section 4, we discuss how to handle storage 

srate( IS i )  
nrate(i, j )  
Si 
S,lz"(At, IS,) 

S 

charging rate for ISi (in $/(byte . sec) 
charging rate for network (i, j )  in $/byte 
service schedule of file i 
service schedule with the constraints 

service schedule for all files 
cost of schedule S 
Overflow Situation At, IS j .  

a A t , I S j , c i  heat of rescheduling ci w.r.t. OFat,lsj 
Pi playback length for file i 
sizei size of file i (byte) 
di file transfer information 
C; file residencv information 

(At ,  I S j )  

is! (4 
O F A t  ~ ISj 

Table 1. Notations 

overflow. Performance evaluation is presented in section 5 
and conclusions in section 6 .  

2 Problem Formulation 

2.1 Service Schedule 

A user request arriving at the server consists of three at- 
tributes, user-id, video-id and starting_time. The service 
schedule S is a set of information about how to arrange 
the delivery of the continuous media streams to end users. 
There are two types of information in a service schedule - 
network transfer information V = { d l ,  dz, . . . , d n d }  and 
usage of the intermediate storage C = {cl, . . . , cnc} .  Ser- 
vicing a video file to end user requires network transfer 
of the stream and possible caching of the file at the inter- 
mediate storage. The network transfer information di is 
(route;, t!, idi) .  Routei is a sequence of network nodes, 
i.e. nfTC, . . . , n:st, where narc and ntst correspond to in- 
termediate storages. Delivery information di informs the 
server and intermediate storages that flow of file i from narc 
to ntst is to begin at t:. Routing information between nfst 
and end user is not specified since we assume the path be- 
tween the user and its local intermediate storage is uniquely 
defined. The intermediate storage is said to be local to a 
user if it is located in the same neighborhood with the re- 
spective user. 

In servicing a set of requests, a video file has to 
be stored temporarily in various intermediate storages by 
copying data blocks from the on-going continuous me- 
dia stream. The information ci about temporary stor- 
age of a video file is the vector of five elements: 
( [ t f , t f ] ,  Zoci,idi,nsTc, service list). [t:, t l ]  denotes the 
interval of caching. tf corresponds to the time when the file 
starts being loaded at the intermediate storage. tf denotes 
the start time of the last service. The data blocks which are 
consumed by the last request in chronological order are no 
longer required. Caching interval [tf , tf ] is followed by the 
playback duration of the last service. loci and idi  represent 
the intermediate storage and the respective file. nfrc is the 
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source of the on-going stream from which the data block is 
copied. narc can be either another intermediate storage or 
vw. 
2.2 Cost Modeling 

To measure the overall cost-effectiveness of the service 
schedule S ,  there needs to be a generic mechanism which 
maps the given schedule S into a cost. Schedule S is a 
collection of network transfer information di’s and file res- 
idency information cz ’s. The mapping mechanism should 
capture S’s resource consumption in storage devices and the 
communication network. We define: as a mapping func- 
tion that transforms service schedule S into a quantity. The 
cost of S thus corresponds to Q(S). We use the monetary 
metric to represent the cost for a schedule S. The cost of a 
schedule S is sum of the cost of using storage devices and 
cost of using communication medium. The network trans- 
fer information di’s and file reside” information ci’s has 
the different formation and thus different function is used 
to obtain its respective cost. Cost is amount of the resource 
consumed multiplied by per unit co:d of each resource. In 
a heterogeneous environment, it is not possible to impose a 
uniform per unit cost to all resources which have different 
performance and characteristics. Per unit cost is inherent 
to an individual resource entity, e.g. each intermediate stor- 
age or each network hop. We devellop the function Qc(ci) 
and @D(d;) for file residency information ci, and network 
transfer information di, respectively which maps given in- 
formation into the domain of cost. ‘The cost of schedule S 
is hence represented as in Eq. (1). 

n, 

I -  i=l ,i-I 

2.2.1 Cost Model for Storage 

The amortized resource requirement at an intermediate stor- 
age is a function of j le  size, duration of residency, and play- 
back length. QC (ci)  is the amortized resource requirement 
multiplied by the charging rate at th~e respective intermedi- 
ate storage. To capture the amortized storage space require- 
ment of the service properly, ! P ~ ( c i )  has to reflect all the 
three attributes. In the charging mechanism for storage, we 
propose a cost model that considers both the duration and 
the size of the service. Unit of the storage cost model is 
$/(byte. sec). 

Files are loaded on an intermediate storage by copying 
data blocks from streams during its transmission, and thus 
the disk space is filled incrementally until the entire file is 
cached. We assume that the storage space of sizeidi needs 
to be reserved from the start of the caching. We categorize 
the file residency information ci into two types: namely, 
short residency and long residency, depending on the length 
of interval [ti, ti]. Let &di be a playback length of a file idi. 
ci is categorized as short residency type if (tf - t l )  < P i & ,  
and as long residency type otherwise. 

For long residency, amortized storage cost for ci is for- 

*c(ci)  = sTate(lS~,ci) .sizeidi  ((if - t;) + ””-) ( 2 )  

For short residency, the amortized storage cost for ci for 

mulated as in Eq. ( 2 ) .  

2 

short residency can be formulated as in Eq. (3). 

2.2.2 Cost Model for Network 

The objective of the cost model for the communication net- 
work is to properly capture the amortized bandwidth cost to 
service a set of requests. A certain amount of network band- 
width needs to be guaranteed to deliver the service to end 
users with the given QoS. We assume that the bandwidth re- 
quirement for a request is determined by the requested file, 
which is provided by the service provider. Let Bidi be the 
bandwidth requirement for file idi’s playback. The amor- 
tized bandwidth requirement for di corresponds to P i d i  B i d i  
bytes. As in the storage cost model, we use a monetary 
metric as the basic unit of cost, i.e. $/byte. Let routei be 
(nt , . . . , nyw) of di, where n,! and n: correspond to narc 
and npt. nrate(n{, n:) is the charging rate of the route be- 
tween n! and n:. In general, nrate(n!,nf) will depend on 
various factors, e.g. network topology, link capacities, rout- 
ing, etc. However, we assume the underlying communica- 
tion infrastructure maps all of these factors into a cost (i.e. 
$ amount) per proposed unit, i.e. byte. Depending on the 
underlying network structure, charging rate can be defined 
on per hop basis or end-to-end basis. The function $v ( d i )  
is formulated as in Eq. (4) for per hop basis or end-to-end 
basis, respectively. 

2.3 Problem Description 

We can view the overall service schedule S as the 
union of the service schedule for each file i, Si. The 
cost for servicing all requests is q ( S i ) ,  i.e. q ( S )  E 

E:, q(S)Si. The goal of the video scheduler is to gener- 
ate a set of service schedule with minimum cost. The ser- 
vice scheduling problem can now be stated as follows: 

Definition 1 Video Scheduling Problem(VSP):Given a 
set of video requests R, a set of network edges connecting 
a video warehouse VW, and a set of intermediate storages, 
the charging rates for  intermediate storage srate and net- 
work nrate, and the storage capacity of each intermediate 
storage, find the set ofjile service schedules, Sopt such that 

VS, WS0,t) s Q(S) 

termed as charging rate of the resource in this paper 
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Unfortunately, the problem VSP is NP-complete, and thus 
an efficient algorithm for the optimal svlutivn is unlikely. 
The details of the proof are providcd in [ 161. Duc to thc 
intractable nature of VSP,  we focus our interest on devel- 
oping an efficient heuristic algorithm. 

nrate(VW,lsi) 

3 Scheduling of Service Delivery 

nrate(lSiJS2) 
3.1 Design of Video Scheduler Network Cost 

Video Scheduler is a program in charge of arranging the 
service delivery The objective of the scheduler is to deter- 
mine the service schedule S with minimum !P(S), given the 
set of service requests. We approach the problem with a two 
phase algorithm. 

1. Individual Video Scheduling: Find the schedules Si 
for each file i individually with minimum Q(Si), as- 
suming that the capacity of intermediate storage is 
large enough to store any one video file. 

Q 0.2 0.1 cents/(Mbps'Sec) 

2. Integrating Individual Video Schedules: Integrate 
the schedules Si, taking into account the storage ca- 
pacity constraints, and resolving any resulting storage 
ove$ows. 

In our scheduling policy, individual video scheduling and 
storage ovelflow detection enables the scheduler to globally 
analyze the service cost for each file i, i.e. Si, i = 1, . . . , m, 
and to determine the scheduling priorities among them- 
selves. The file called victim which is determined to have 
lowest priority in scheduling is thus re-scheduled to resolve 
the storage ovelflow. 

3.2 Individual Video Scheduling 

In finding the service schedule S, the scheduler col- 
lects the requests for the cycle and partitions them into sets 
Ri, i = 1, . . . , m with each of the m distinct video files 
requested. R; corresponds to the set of requests for video 
i. The schedule Si for each Ri is computed individually, 
i.e. in computing Si the scheduler does not consider the re- 
sources required to service the other sets Rj, j # i .  In the 
individual video scheduling phase, the scheduler focuses on 
minimizing the cost of each Si, i = 1, . . . , m. Fig. 2 illus- 
trates a sample topological layout, with respective nrate, 
srate, and user requests. We enumerate some of the pos- 
sible video schedules for Fig. 2 and the cost of each sched- 
ule. Let i d ,  P i d  and Bid be the file id, playback length, and 
bandwidth requirement of the file, respectively. The cost is 
computed using the mapping function 9 described in sec- 
tion 2.3. Since all video files reside at VW permanently, the 
cost of storing video files at the VW is assumed to be 0, i.e. 
sratet(VW) = 0. IS1 is local to U1 and IS2 is local to 
(U2, U3). We assume that Pid is 90 min, and sizeid is 2.5G 
Byte. We assume 6 Mbps bandwidth needs to be reserved 
for the playback of the given file. 

U1, U2 and U3 requests for the same video file 

1:M)pm. 2:30pm and 4:OOpm respectively 

Video Length : 90 min 
Size : 2.5Ciga Bytes ' - - - - - - - -_ 

._-----. 

---....__-.+- ._ 

vw IS1 ,' 

, -. . - - -  
Neighborhood 1 

I vw I IS1 I IS2 

Figure 2. Service Requests with Network 
Cost and Storage Cost 

Schedule S1:All the requests for  videos are delivered di- 
rectly from the video warehouse. Q(S1) corresponds to 
$259.2. 
Schedule S2:While U1 gets service directly from the VW,  
IS1 caches the file. Uz, and U, are serviced from the video 
file cachedon IS1. *(S2) is $138.975. 

Based on the proposed cost model, S2 turns out to be the 
less expensive way of servicing the three users in Fig. 2. 

Table 2 is a skeleton algorithm for the first phase. Func- 
tion find-videoschedule() in table 2 computes the service 
schedule for each file. Papadimitriou et a1[9] proposed a 
greedy heuristic of rectilinear algorithm, which can be used 
as a find-videoschedule(). Let us assume that there are 

Algorithm 1 IVSP-solve 
1 ZVSPsolve(M, R, nrate, s r a t e ) {  
2 for each files i E M 
3 SzSoodt f ind-video_scheduZe(Ri, nrate, srate) 

9 

4 *(Sgo"d) t C,&f *(S,g""d);  

5 return(Sgood); 
1 

Table 2. pseudo code for individual Video 
Scheduling Problem 

1 users u1, . . . , u1 requesting video i ,  M available video 
files, and N intermediate storages. The users are num- 
bered chronologically with respect to service start time, 
i.e. ti 5 ti+l. The steps below describe the function 
f ind-video-schedule() in Table 2. 

1. 

2. 

The algorithm iterates 1 times, i.e. once for each user 

For ui, given the schedule and respective cost found 
for u1, . . , ui-1, the scheduler computes the incre- 
mental network cost and storage cost for servicing ui 
via each IS1 , - . I S N .  

Ui,i = 1,...,1. 
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To service U ,  in addition to the users ul ,  . . . , uz--l, the 
existing schedule has to be updated in one of the fol- 
lowing ways. (1) The resident period of the file at a 
certain intermediate storage has to be extended, or (2) 
another intermediate storage which has not been used 
in servicing ul ,  . . . u,-1 is introiduced to cache the file. 
Either situation creates extra storage cost and network 
cost. or (3) The request is serviced from VW. 

All the intermediate storage IS1 , ISN  are con- 
sidered in a new schedule for servicing u1, . . . ] U,. 
The scheduler computes the incremental cost for each. 
An updated schedule with the minimum incremental 
cost would be chosen as the schedule for servicing 
'211 ] . . . ui. 
Considering the graph structure: of the network, there 
can be more than one path between any pair of nodes, 
each of which can be VW or intermediate storage. If 
a new intermediate storage is introduced to cache the 
file, the scheduler has to compute the network trans- 
mission cost of transferring a file to a new cache. 

3.3 Integration of Individual Video Sched- 
ules into a Global Schedule 

It is possible that one or more intermediate storages are 
over-committed during certain time intervals when the in- 
dividual schedules are integrated. We call this situation 
Storage Overjlow. In the Storage Overjlow situation, the 
scheduler has to re-schedule some of the files involved in 
the overflow so that the file does not reside at the interme- 
diate storage during the overflow period. Specifically, the 
following decisions should be made for each storage over- 
$ow situation: (1) Which video(s) are selected as victims? 
and (2)  For each victim to be rescheduled, how to compute 
the new schedule for  victim?. 

Victim is a file that is selected to be re-scheduled. In most 
cases rescheduling entails the additional cost. However, we 
cannot exclude the possibility that less expensive sched- 
ule is found as a result of rescheduling. This is because 
the schedule for victim Svictim is computed via a greedy 
heuristic in the first phase, there can exist a less expensive 
schedule for Svictim. An important goal of handling stor- 
age overjlow is to resolve the storage overflow with least 
possible cost increase in the scheduling which is incurred 
as a result of re-scheduling. 

4 Handling Storage Overflow 

4.1 Detection of Storage Overflow 

Storage overflow O F A ~ , J ~ ,  is identified by its location - 
ISj and the time interval At during ?which the overflow oc- 
curs. The scheduler maintains information about the avail- 
able space at the intermediate storages. Analyzing this in- 
formation, namely the storage requirement and the storage 
availability, the video scheduler detects all storage over- 
$ow situations. We define OverjlowSet(ISj ] At) as the 

Space Required DuraUo d Stay = (S, F) 

Storage OV~I%W Duration t 
Storage Capacity ... . ........ . 

time 
SI SZ S3 S4 SS F2 R F4 FS S7 SS F6 RF8 

El S6 

Figure 3. Integrated schedule and respective 
storage requirement 

set of file residency information ci 's which are involved in 
OFAt,IS,. Fig. 3 illustrates the storage space requirement 
of the integrated video schedules at the intermediate stor- 
age. For the sake of simplicity, Fig. 3 does not show the 
gradual decrease in the storage requirement at the end of 
each stay. In Fig. 3, there are two distinct storage overflow 
situations, namely in intervals At, and At,. 

4.2 Victim Selection 

OFAt,ls, is resolved by re-computing the service sched- 
ule for some of the files in Overflour-Set( At,ISj). In 
re-computing the service schedule of id i ,  server takes into 
account additional constraints in obtaining the new sched- 
ule Szw. The additional constraints are that idi is not al- 
lowed to be cached at ISj during At and also the server 
considers the currently available space at the other interme- 
diate storages. In Individual Video Scheduling phase, the 
server does not consider the space limitation of the interme- 
diate storage. As a result of imposing additional constraints, 
i.e. space availability, possible caching site of file i is re- 
stricted to the intermediate storage with sufficient space. 
Let Spew (At, I S j )  be the schedule obtained by reschedul- 
ing file i with respect to the constraints (At, IS j ) .  In se- 
lecting a victim, the scheduler needs to consider the over- 
head cost of rescheduling and respective improvement over 
overflow situation. In resolving OFAt,Is,,  there can be 
more than one choice for victim. Thus, selecting a vic- 
tim with minimum cost increase is an important factor to 
obtain an efficient schedule. The cost increase which is 
entailed as a result of rescheduling file idi  with respect 
to At and ISj is called overhead cost, and computed as 

Overhead cost alone is not sufficient information to se- 
lect a victim. The purpose of rescheduling is to improve 
the overflow situation, i.e. reduction in the overflow inter- 
val or reduction in the worst case space requirement during 
the overflow interval. Heat is used as the selection criterion 
for victim. A file with a larger heat means that its reschedul- 
ing accomplishes better improvement with the same cost in- 

* ( s y ( A t ,  IS,)) - !P(Sid;). 
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crease and thus is preferred for rescheduling in resolving an 
overflow situations. To determine better improvement, met- 
rics for improvement has to be defined beforehand. There 
are a number of metrics for heat, i.e. time, space, or time- 
space product. Each of the metrics have different interpreta- 
tion of improvement and hence different file can be selected 
as victim under different metrics. We describe four metrics 
for heat in greater detail in section 4.3. and compare the 
performance through extensive simulation. 

4.3 Storage Overflow Resolution Algo- 
rithm 

Algorithm in Table 3 depicts the skeleton algorithm for 
storage overflow resolution problem. SORP-solve() in Ta- 

l :  
2: 
3: 
4: 
5: 
6: 
7: 
8: 
9: 

10: 
11: 
12: 
13: 
14: 
15: 
16: 
17: 
18: 
19: 
20: 
21: 
22: 
23: 
24: 
25: 

26: 

I S :  set of intermediate storages ; 
Over f low-Set : set of storage overflows ; 
Over f lowSet(ISj)  : set of storage overflows at ISj ; 
Smin, S t m p  : Service Schedule ; 
SORP-solve(S, ZS) { 

Resolved = False ; 
While ( Resolved != TRUE){ 

For all IS, E ZS { 
For all Over f low-Set(At, I S j )  

E Overfloul-Set(ISj) { 
For all ci E Overflow-Set(At, ISj) { 

Simp = ReflectiveGreedy(At, IS?, ci) ; 
heat = ComputeHeat(Sid, , Stmp)  ; 
If (heat 5 minheat){ 

heat = minheat ; 

victim = idi ; 
Smin zz S t m p  

Resolved = True ; 
For all IS j  E ZS { 

UpdateStorageUsage(S,,,) ; 
Resolved = Resolved and 

Detects torageOverflow(lS,) 
1 
J 

27: } 
28: } 

Table 3. pseudo code for 
SURP-solve(SvcSchedule, C, OverJlowSet) 

ble 3 takes service schedule S ,  information about interme- 
diate storages, which includes the overflow sets, storage us- 
age information, and storage capacity as input. S is a ser- 
vice schedule obtained from the individual video schedul- 
ing phase. Let Sz ,w(At ,  IS j )  be the schedule for file id i  
obtained with the constraint that file id is not allowed to 
stay at ISj during At. In most cases, changes to Sid ,  by 

rescheduling results in an increase in cost for file idi  i.e. 
!P(Sidi (At,  IS,)) > Q(Sid; ) .  However, since the schedule 
Sidi has been obtained via heuristic, less expensive sched- 
ule can be found as a result of resolving overflow under a 
certain circumstance. The ultimate objective in the Storage 
Overflow Resolution phase is to minimize the cost increase 
which is caused by overflow resolution. 

For each iteration of the outermost while loop (line 7 - 
28) of SORPsoLve() in Table 3, SORPsolve examines all 
residency information ci which it is involved in one of the 
overflows. SORPsoLve() computes the new service sched- 
ule for the respective video file Szw (At,  ISj) for file id i  in 
ci and computes the effective improvement of the reschedul- 
ing. The file with largest effective improvement is chosen as 
victim in each iteration of 7 - 28 while loop. The actual im- 
provement accomplished over the o F A t , I s ,  as a result of 
rescheduling file idi  may not be directly relevant to over- 
head cost. 

Let At  of O F A t , I s j  be [t,,tf] and interval of ci be 
[t;,tf]. Rescheduling of i d i  with respect to O F a t , I s j  
will reduce the storage requirement over the interval of 
[max(t,,tg),min(tf, tf+pidi)]. pid, is theplaybacklength 
of file i d i .  As explained in section 2.2, every caching inter- 
val is followed by the playack duration which also requires 
the storage space. Let A S  be the amortized time-space 
product which can be improved by rescheduling a file i d i  
with respect to O F A t , I s j .  Under the continuous time do- 
main, A S  can be formulated as in Eq. 5. 

min(tf , t f + m i  ) 
f C i  (t)dt (5 )  s A S A t , I S j , c i  = 

max(t,,tq) 

y . SiZeidi i f t < t f  

y . sizeidi (1 - 2) 
t-tf (6) Otherwise 
Pid; 

fc, (t) in Eq. (6) computes the storage space requirement at 
each time t based on the storage cost model in section 2.2. 
The maximum amount of disk space required for cz depends 
on whether c, is either long residency or short residency. y 
in Eq. (7) is a coefficient adjusting the maximum space re- 
quirement according to Eq. (2) and Eq. (3). We compare 
four different metrics for heat of rescheduling i d ,  with re- 
spect to OFA~JS,. 

xAt,is, ,c, = min( t f ,  tf + Pzd, - maz(t,, t:) (8) 

In Eq. (8) the effective improvement is measured in terms of 
the length of the improved period. In Eq. (9), the length of 
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improved period per overhead cost is considered as heat. In 
Eq. (10) and Eq. (1 I), the improvement on amortized time- 
space product, and the improvement on amortized time- 
space product per overhead cost is considered as heat of 
rescheduling. In the iteration of line 7 - 18 of SORPsolve() 
algorithm, the file with the largest heat is selected as vic- 
tim. According to our experiments, Eq. (1 1) performs best, 
i.e. generates the least expensive schedule, on the average. 
Details of the experimental results are provided in Sec. 5 .  

4.4 Rejective Greedy Heuristic 

The rescheduling algorithm rejective-greedy() in line 18 
of Table 3 receives a tuple ( c i ,A t , IS j )  as an input. It 
reschedules the file idi  of ci with Ithe constraint that there 
is no space available during At at I’Sj. Rescheduling a file 
means re-arrange the service delivery of all requests for the 
file. Different from the greedy heuristic in individual video 
scheduling, the Rejective Greedy imaintains the space us- 
age information for the intermediatie storages, and does not 
schedule a video file to the intermediate storage if there is 
not sufficient storage capacity available. This is to avoid 
generating a subsequent overflow situation as a result of 
rescheduling. The rejective greedy algorithm with input 
(ci, At, I S j )  generates a service schedule for file idi with 
the constraint that it is not allowed to be cached at IS j  dur- 
ing At. 

5 Experiment and Results 

5.1 General Experiment Information 

Figure 4. Graph Representation of Network 
and Storage Topology 

Fig. 4 illustrates the topology and connection layout of 
the video warehouse and intermediate storages from our ex- 
periments. There are 20 nodes in total - one video ware- 
house and 19 intermediate storages. Each intermediate stor- 
age supports the users in its respective neighborhood. For 

notational simplicity, the users are omitted in the graph rep- 
resentation in Fig. 4. In our experiment, the number of 
users in each neighborhood is 10. Various factors can deter- 
mine the characteristics of the video service environment. 
Among them, we take into account four attributes which 
affect the service scheduling process and its cost - the Stor- 
age Charging Rate, the Intermediate Storage Size, Network 
Charging Rate, and the user access pattern. Table 4 shows 

Attributes Values 
Number of files 500 
Average video$le size 
Storage Charging Rate 
Intermediate Storage Size 
Network Charging Rate 

Access Pattem in Zipf 

3.3 GB 
3 ,4 ,5 ,6 ,7 ,8  (lGbyte . sec) 
5, 8, 11, 14 (Giga Bytes) 
300,400,500,600,700, 
800,900, 1000 (lGbyte) 
a = 0.1,0.271,0.5,0.7 

Table 4. System Parameters 

the actual values of each attribute used in our experiment. 
The values of the storage charging rate and the network 
charging rate represent values in the arbitrary charging sys- 
tem. In a practical situation, we can substitute those values 
for the actual charging rate of the monetary metric. Depend- 
ing on the method of computing the heat, which is formal- 
ized in Eq.’s (8), (9), (lo), and (1 1), the scheduler generates 
different service schedules. We compare the efficiency of 
these four different policies from the aspect of total service 
cost. 

5.2 Experiment 1: Effect of Network 
Charging Rate 

In this section, we mainly focus on visualizing the ef- 
fect of the network charging rate. Fig. 5 shows the relation- 
ship between network charging rate and total service cost in 
four different storage charging rates. It also plots total ser- 
vice cost in the environment without intermediate storage. 
The advantage of using intermediate storage becomes more 
significant as the network charging rate increases. Srate in 
Fig. 5 means the storage charging rate. In Fig. 6, the vari- 
able is the user access pattern. In the zipf distribution, a 
determines the skewness of the user access pattern. Larger 
a implies a less biased distribution. Under the same en- 
vironmental parameters, total service cost increases when 
the requests are more evenly distributed. The advantage 
of intermediate storage is to share a file between users and 
avoid repeated delivery of the same video file. When most 
of the requests are concentrated within a small set of video 
files, the schedule can maximize the usage of an intermedi- 
ate storage. With the less expensive storage charging rate, 
the total service cost increases more slowly. 
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Figure 6. Under Different Access Patterns 
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Figure 8. Storage Charging Rate vs. Total 
Service Cost 

5.3 Experiment 2: Effect of the Storage 
Charging Rate 

In this experiment, we examine the effect of the stor- 
age charging rate. Fig. 7 illustrates the effect of the storage 
charging rate on the total service cost. When the storage 
charging rate is relatively low, the scheduler tries to avoid 
repeated delivery and prefers using intermediate storage to 
delivering the video directly from the video warehouse. The 
cost of using intermediate storage dominates the cost of 
using network in total service cost in the situation with a 
low storage charging rate. Hence, the change in the storage 
charging rate has significant effect on total service cost. As 
the storage charging rate increases, the scheduler prefers re- 
peated network deliveries to making the video residency in 
the intermediate storage for a longer period of time. Conse- 
quently, the total service cost becomes less sensitive to the 
increase in the storage charging rate as the storage charging 
rate increases. The total service cost curve in Fig. 7 ap- 
proaches the total service cost of the network only system as 
the storage charging rate increases. 

Fig. 8 shows the effect of storage charging rate under dif- 
ferent network charging rates. It is worth noting that total 
service cost increases linearly with the increase of the net- 
work charging rate. Meanwhile, the effect of the increase 
in the storage charging rate is substantial only when the 
storage charging rate is low. This phenomenon arises due 
to the fact that there are substantial amount of unavoidable 
network delivery in the service schedule, e.g. servicing the 
earliest request for each neighborhood. 

Let us examine the vertical distances between each line 
and curve in Fig. 5. Change in srate results in shifting 
the straight line up along the y-axis, with an increase in 
the slope of the curve. The vertical distance between each 
straight line, i.e. the amount of total cost increase due to the 
increase in the storage charging rate is small. This implies 
that the cost for using intermediate storage in the service 
schedule is relatively small, compared to the total network 
cost. If the number of users in each neighborhood and/or the 
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size of intermediate storage increasies, the vertical distance 
between each line will become larger. 

5.4 Experiment 3: Effect of Data Access 
Pattern 

460003 
0 1  0 2  03 0 4  0 5  O B  0 7  0.8 O S  

alpha value of a p l  dlslnbuhon 

Figure 9. User access pattern vs. Intermedi- 
ate Storage Size 

In this experiment, we visualize the effect of data ac- 
cess pattern and the total service cost. We anticipate that it 
is more advantageous to build the distributed service envi- 
ronment as the user requests are concentrated on the small 
set of video files. Dan et a1[5] showed that zipf distribu- 
tion with a = 0.271 approximates the commercial video 
rental pattern to a reasonable degree. Fig. 9 visualizes the 
effect of the data access pattern with various sizes of in- 
termediate storage. As can be observed in Fig. 9, the total 
service cost increases as the access pattern becomes less bi- 
ased. The merit of using intermediate storage is to avoid 
repeated file delivery to the same location. When the access 
pattern gets evenly distributed, the effect of using interme- 
diate storage becomes less significant and thus total service 
cost increases. Let us look at the vertical distance between 
the three graphs in Fig. 9 with storagc size is 5GB, 8GB, 
and 1 lGB, respectively. The environment with the smaller 
size intermediate storage results in more expensive total ser- 
vice cost. With the access pattern becomes more biased, the 
vertical distance between the graphs becomes larger. It im- 
plies that advantage of using larger size intermediate stor- 
age becomes more significant as user access pattern is more 
skewed. 

5.5 Experiment 4: Computing heat and 
Cost Increase 

Rescheduling should be viewed from two aspects - cost 
and beneft. The cost is the cost of rescheduling a victim 
and the benefit determines the improvement in the overflow 
situation. By combining these two factors - cost and ben- 
ejit, we can obtain the effective cost of rescheduling. We 

provided four different ways of computing heat in Eq.’s (8), 
(9), (101, and (1 1). We compare the efficiency of sched- 
ules obtained under four different heat metrics. In 98% 
of 622 different circumstances, Eq. (9) or Eq. (11) gen- 
erated the best results, and thus we provide the compari- 
son between the two. Table 5 shows the performance of 
each metric. The experiments are performed under 785 dif- 
ferent combinations of the network charging rate, storage 
charging rate, size of the intermediate storage and user ac- 
cess pattem. Under some situations, e.g. large intermedi- 
ate storage capacity, or an expensive network charging rate, 
the scheduler generates an overflow free schedule at the in- 
dividual scheduling phase. There are also the situations 
where method 2 in Eq. (9) and method 4 in Eq. (1 1) gen- 
erate the same output result with the same cost. Overflow 

Total Number of Cases 785 
A Cost by overflow resolution 622 
Method 2 in Eq.( 9) 395 out of 622 ( 63 %) 
Method 4 in Eq.( 11) 
Method 2 or Method 4 

437 out of 622 (70 %) 
614 out of 622 (98%) 

Table 5. Performance of the each method 

resolution makes the service schedule less efficient, which 
leads to an increase in the service cost. In our experiments, 

is 12% on the average, and 34% in the *( S S O R P )  -*( S )  
* ( S )  

worst case. Also,finduideoschedule(R;, nrate, srate) in 
Table 2 is known to generate the schedule for file i within 
the performance bound of 15%[9]. Empirically, the result- 
ing schedule SSoRP is hence within the bound of 30% from 
the optimal solution on the average. 

6 Concluding Remarks 

On-line digital delivery of multimedia services makes 
demands upon the current state of the art of computer tech- 
nology. Though its application area is expanding rapidly, 
the high cost of service provisioning has been serious im- 
pediment to its widespread usage. In an effort to analyze the 
costs of service provisioning, we have developed a service 
paradigm for servicing the requests in a distributed infras- 
tructure. In this work, we developed a comprehensive cost. 
model for storage and networks which elaborately captures 
the resource requirement of supporting a given set of conti- 
nous media service. With the combination of a VOR service 
model and a distributed environment with a video ware- 
house and intermediate storages, system resources such as 
disk space and network bandwidth can be used in an effi- 
cient way via off-line computing and thus can accommodate 
more video streams and consume less storage or network 
resources. The algorithm is focused on making the best 
use of VOR property. With the algorithm ro osed in this 
work, the cost of service schedule S i:within 30% 
performance bound on the average from the optimal solu- 
tion. Through the extensive simulation, we visualize the ef- 
fect of the charging rate of the resources andor user access 
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pattern on the total service cost. These relationships should 
be  carefully examined in building or prototyping practical 
information service infrastructure where the parameters are 
tailored to fit the particular needs. As future extension o f t h e  
work, we  plan to extend our approach to resolve the band- 
width constraints of the intermediate storages and commu- 
nication network. We hope our design and its heuristic algo- 
rithm can serve as useful guideline for the design of future 
multimedia service provisioning. 
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